A nice destination
M. Lallavee offered this interesting folded letter in a recent Lugdunum Philatelie auction. As the
successful bidder, I now have had a chance to study it.
The July 10 letter is on official stationery of the Sardinian consul at Algiers. While not evident in the
Alger cancel on the face, this letter was written in 1844. If my poor understanding of Italian is correct,
the Sardinian consul at Gibraltar received the letter on September 10 and replied on September 11. A
two month trip across the Mediterranean Sea is much longer than usual.
I suspect part of the reason is that there was some confusion about the payment of postage. On the
reverse in addition to the consular seal are two Marseille transit markings. One is dated July 17,
reflecting the typical time required to traverse the Mediterranean. The second is dated July 23.
Back to the face of the letter, there is a m/s “Artl 79 aff obl.” crossed out and followed by “Erreur.” The
letter was evaluated in Marseille (not Alger) and would ordinarily have been sent along to Gibraltar
without any rating. However, the French postal clerk decided that under Article 79 prepayment was
mandatory and made an appropriate notation on the letter. Whether a second clerk disagreed or some
postal supervisor caught the mistake is obviously unknown. I suspect, though, that the letter sat in
Marseille for six days awaiting a final decision.
The best rate book in my library is Les Tarifs Postaux Français 1627-1969.1 International rates begin in
1849, so there is no 1844 rate for Gibraltar in that text. There are a couple of interesting clues, though.
One is that there are three means to send letters to Gibraltar – two via Spain (land or sea), the other
through England. The notation via either Spanish route is that prepayment was impossible. So it may
be that there was confusion in Marseille about how the letter was going to continue its trip to Gibraltar.
Because it took six more weeks after the second Marseille marking to arrive in Gibraltar, it is entirely
possible that the letter went all the way to England before arriving at the Rock.
In the end the Gibraltar post office collected one shilling three pence for delivery.
I await corrections and improvements to my interpretation from the rest of you.
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